Objective : The gyrus rectus (GR) is known as a non-functional gyrus; hence, its resection is agreed to be a safe procedure frequently practiced to achieve a better surgical view during specific surgeries. This study aimed at comparing the cognitive outcomes following GR resection in patients who underwent surgery for ruptured anterior communicating artery (ACoA) aneurysms.
INTRODUCTION
Patients who recover from the treatment of ruptured aneurysms in the frontal basal region, without clinical signs of neurological impairment, may show evidence of cognitive dysfunction upon neuropsychological tests. 10) 18) It has been reported that surgeries in this region, e.g., in cases of ruptured anterior communicating artery (ACoA) aneurysms, can lead to post-operative deficits including impairment in memory, language function, executive function, and change in personality. 16) Although considerable importance is at-tributed to the initial insult caused to the brain by the aneurysm rupture itself and/or consequent vasospasm, other factors, iatrogenic in particular, are expected to affect cognitive outcomes in these patients.
The gyrus rectus (GR) is a non-functional and primitive gyrus; hence, resection of this gyrus is agreed to be a safe surgical procedure, frequently practiced to achieve a better surgical view of the frontal basal region.
This study questioned the safety of this procedure concerning its anatomical proximity of the GR to the limbic system, and collected and analyzed data of the patients who underwent this procedure. Furthermore, since memory and language functions are regulated in the dominant frontotemporal lobes, and surgical approach to the ACoA aneurysm involves dissection and manipulation of the frontotemporal lobes, we hypothesized that the direction of surgical approach may have an effect on the cognitive functions of these patients. The main purpose of this study is to compare the cognitive outcomes following GR resection using mini-mental state examinations (MMSE) in patients who underwent clipping surgery for ruptured ACoA aneurysms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) treated between 2012 and 2015 at our institutions were enrolled in the study. A review of retrospective data of these patients was performed and patients were further selected according to the following inclusion criteria: 1) aneurysm location at the They commented that the lack of lateralization, in the case of frontal basal regions, might be explained by the projection of the main output fibers from the fornix to both ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampus. Third, MMSE may be a simple and handy questionnaire that can be done anywhere in a short period; however, it might be insufficient to interpret a patient's detailed cognitive status. Moreover, a learning effect after repeated tests may have masked the patients' true cognitive status. 2)9) A more focused and complex neuropsychiatric test may need to be applied in future studies to overcome such limitations.
CONCLUSION
In general, there was no significant correlation between the GR resection and cognitive outcomes in terms of total MMSE scores after surgery for ruptured ACoA aneurysm. However, subgroup analysis showed a negative effect of GR resection on categories of language and memory recall. Although limited by a small sample size, this study suggests contemplating to perform the GR resection superficially, considering its close anatomical proximity to the limbic system.
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